CEFA® DIPLOMA IN INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
Entry into domestic and international capital markets!

International CEFA © certificate
1.5 years (3 semesters)
Hungarian teaching materials, great speakers
Fast career opportunity
Up-to-date practical knowledge

www.bankarkepzo.hu

ECONOMY & FINANCE
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE EDITION OF GAZDASÁG ÉS PENZÜGY

In memoriam Riecke Werner

Júlia Király
From ‘Rajk’ College to the team of the ‘fifteen’

István Ábel
Transition to market economy and modern monetary policy

János Száz
From the Marshall–Lerner condition to Central Asian government securities markets

Judit Neményi
Monetary policy and public debt management

Tamás Tetényi
Crisis and Recovery

Csaba László
A pioneer on route to the euro

Péter Bihari
A journey in time about debt financing

Lajos Bokros
A soft-spoken german hungarian

Gábor Oblath
Exchange rates and debt management

www.bankarkepzo.hu
HAVE YOU DEALT WITH THESE PROBLEMS?

"IT doesn’t understand what the Business Management thinks…"

"Your employees only focus on their own tasks without realizing the complexity of Banking Operations…"

"Your colleagues are full of ideas but their knowledge in banking is not enough for effective cooperation…"

THE SOLUTION: FEBI ONLINE

• Colleagues not yet experienced in the banking processes can get an effective and quick introduction.

• 5 practical modules, knowledge-focused curriculum.

• Comprehensive Banking Training in 12 months.

• Participants will be able to serve clients and manage banking duties with higher professional confidence.